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Abstract

If conventional feature selection methods do not show sufficient effectiveness, alternative
algorithmic schemes might be used. In this paper we propose an evolutionary feature
selection technique based on the two-criterion optimization model. To diminish the draw-
backs of genetic algorithms, which are applied as optimizers, we design a parallel multi-
criteria heuristic procedure based on an island model. The performance of the proposed
approach was investigated on the Speech-based Emotion Recognition Problem, which re-
flects one of the most essential points in the sphere of human-machine communications.
A number of multilingual corpora (German, English and Japanese) were involved in the
experiments. According to the results obtained, a high level of emotion recognition was
achieved (up to a 12.97% relative improvement compared with the best F-score value on
the full set of attributes).
Keywords: multi-objective optimization, feature selection, speech-based emotion recog-
nition

1 Introduction

While solving classification problems it is rea-
sonable to accomplish pre-processing of data used
by a learning algorithm due to several reasons: fea-
tures might have a low variation level, correlate
with each other or be measured with mistakes.

In [1] it is demonstrated that if there are irrele-
vant attributes in the sample, then the performance
of decision trees, trained by ID3, 4.5, CART, de-
creases significantly, which is also valid for the k-
nearest neighbors algorithm. Although the Nave
Bayes classifier is robust in the sense of irrelevant
features, one may observe the tremendous deteri-

oration of its performance if there are correlating
attributes.

For example, on the MONK1 problem [2] (this
database contains characteristics of a robot) the 4.5
algorithm generates a tree with 15 nodes: 5 nodes
are related to checking non-informative features
(there are three irrelevant attributes in the sample).
In that case the relative classification error equals
24.3%. However, if irrelevant features are elimi-
nated, then the error decreases up to 11.1%. The
same behavior of the 4.5 algorithm is showed on
the credit scoring and diabetes diagnostics prob-
lems [3].
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Generally, the feature selection procedure can
be organized as the wrapper approach or the fil-
ter one [1]. The first technique involves classi-
fication models to evaluate the relevancy of each
feature subset. Although it requires high compu-
tational resources, this approach demonstrates ad-
justment to an applied classifier. The second tech-
nique is referred to the pre-processing stage because
it extracts information from the data set and reduces
the number of attributes, taking into consideration
such measures as consistency, dependency, and dis-
tance. This approach needs significantly fewer cal-
culations therefore it is rather effective in the sense
of computational effort. On the one hand, the fil-
ter attribute selection procedure does not cooperate
with a learning algorithm and so ignores its per-
formance entirely. However, on the other hand, it
might be effectively used in combination with an
ensemble of diverse classifiers, which is quite rea-
sonable in the case when one does not know one
particular reliable and effective model. Therefore,
in this paper we propose the feature selection pro-
cedure which corresponds to the filter scheme.

Moreover, in recent years there has been a
growing interest in the sphere of Evolutionary Ma-
chine Learning. However, some researchers high-
light the negative sides of the Evolutionary Compu-
tation and Machine Learning integration. Firstly, it
is always necessary to investigate a number of algo-
rithms to define the most effective one for the prob-
lem considered because the performance of evo-
lutionary algorithms varies significantly for differ-
ent problems. Secondly, these methods require
more computational resources compared with alter-
native non-evolutionary algorithms. Therefore, in
this study we attempt to develop a feature selection
technique for classification problems based on a ge-
netic algorithm with these drawbacks removed.

The effectiveness of the proposed approach has
been investigated on the Speech-based Emotion
Recognition Problem which reflects one of the cru-
cial questions in the sphere of human-machine com-
munications [4]. In the experiments conducted a
number of multilingual databases (English, Ger-
man, and Japanese) are used.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
in Section 2 a brief description of the proposed
approach is presented. It includes the details of
the evolutionary feature selection scheme and some

key points of a multi-objective genetic algorithm
(MOGA) and its modification. The speech-based
emotion recognition problem and the corpora used
are introduced in Section 3. The experiments con-
ducted, the results obtained, and the main infer-
ences are included in Section 4. The conclusion and
future work are presented in Section 5.

2 Evolutionary Feature Selection
Scheme

We designed the attribute selection approach as
a two-criterion optimization model and applied a
modified multi-objective genetic algorithm to find
solutions. To overcome the disadvantages of the
evolutionary search, an island model was used to in-
volve genetic algorithms which were based on dif-
ferent concepts. Moreover, this model allowed us
to parallelize calculations and, consequently, to re-
duce the computational time.

In this Section there is a description of the two-
criterion model used and some details about multi-
objective genetic algorithms are applied.

2.1 Two-criterion Filter Approach

Feature selection with the filter approach is
based on estimating statistical metrics such as At-
tribute Class Correlation, Inter- and Intra- Class
Distances, Laplasian Score, Representation En-
tropy and the Inconsistent Example Pair measure
which characterize the data set relevancy [5].

In this case we introduce the two-criterion
model: the Intra-class distance (IA) and the Inter-
class distance (IE) are used as optimized criteria:

IA =
1
n

k

∑
r=1

nr

∑
j=1

d(pr
j, pr)→ min, (1)

IE =
1
n

k

∑
r=1

nrd(pr, p)→ max, (2)

where, pr
j is the j-th example from the r-th class, p

is the central example of the data set, d(..., ...) de-
notes the Euclidian distance, pr and nr represent the
central example and the number of examples in the
r-th class.

As a feature selection technique we use a
MOGA operating with binary strings, where unit
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and zero correspond to a relevant attribute and an
irrelevant one respectively.

2.2 MOGA and its Cooperative Modifica-
tion for Feature Selection

The common scheme of any MOGA includes
the same steps as any conventional one-criterion ge-
netic algorithm (GA), but in contrast to it, the out-
come of a multi-objective algorithm is the set of
non-dominated points which form the Pareto set ap-
proximation.

Designing a MOGA, researchers are faced with
some issues which are referred to fitness assign-
ment strategies, diversity preservation techniques,
and ways of elitism implementation. Therefore,
at first, in this study we investigated the effec-
tiveness of MOGAs, which were based on vari-
ous heuristic mechanisms. Non-Sorting Genetic Al-
gorithm II (NSGA-II) [6], Preference-Inspired Co-
Evolutionary Algorithm with goal vectors (PICEA-
g) [7], and Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm
2 (SPEA2) [8] were used as tools to optimize the
introduced criteria (1), (2).

Secondly, we designed a cooperative modifi-
cation of a MOGA to combine different heuris-
tics based on an island model and, consequently,
to avoid the choice of the most effective MOGA.
Moreover, at different stages of its execution var-
ious heuristics might be advantageous. An island
model [9] of a GA implies the parallel work of
several algorithms. The initial number of individu-
als M is spread across L subpopulations: Mi=M/L,
i=1,. . . ,L. At each T-th generation algorithms ex-
change the best solutions (migration). There are
two parameters: migration size, the number of can-
didates for migration, and migration interval, the
number of generations between migrations. It is
also necessary to define the island model topology,
in other words, the scheme of migration. We use the
fully connected topology that means each algorithm
shares its best solutions with all other algorithms
included in the island model. NSGA-II, PICEA-
g, and SPEA2 are involved as parallel working is-
lands. In the study [10] there is a detailed descrip-
tion of this cooperative multi-objective algorithm.

3 Speech-based Emotion Recogni-
tion Problem

One of the obvious ways to improve the intel-
lectual abilities of spoken dialogue systems is that
related to their personalization. While communi-
cating, machines should perceive the qualities of
the user (as people usually do) such as age, gender
and emotions to adapt its answers for the particular
speaker.

In this paper we consider one particular aspect
of the personalization process that is speech-based
emotion recognition. This problem and methods
used to solve it lie in the sphere of affective com-
puting [11].

Generally, any approach applied to this recog-
nition problem consists of three main stages.

At first, it is necessary to extract acoustic char-
acteristics from the collected utterances. At the
INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge an ap-
propriate set of acoustic characteristics represent-
ing any speech signal was introduced. This set of
features comprised attributes such as power, mean,
root mean square, jitter, shimmer, 12 MFCCs and 5
formants. The mean, minimum, maximum, range
and deviation of the following features have also
been used: pitch, intensity and harmonicity. The
number of characteristics is 384. To get the con-
ventional feature set introduced at INTERSPEECH
2009, the Praat [12] or OpenSMILE [13] systems
might be used. Secondly, all extracted attributes or
the most relevant of them should be involved in the
supervised learning process to adjust a classifier. At
the final stage, the signal that has to be analysed is
transformed into an unlabelled feature vector (also
with the usage of the Praat or OpenSMILE systems)
and then the trained classification model receives it
as the input data to make a prediction.

3.1 Corpora Description

In the study a number of speech databases have
been used and this Section provides their concise
description.

The Emo-DB emotional database (German)
[14] was recorded at the Technical University of
Berlin and consists of labelled emotional German
utterances which were spoken by 10 actors (5 fe-
male). Each utterance has one of the following
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emotional labels: neutral, anger, fear, joy, sadness,
boredom or disgust.

The SAVEE (Surrey Audio-Visual Expressed
Emotion) corpus (English) [15] was recorded as a
part of an investigation into audio-visual emotion
classification from four native English male speak-
ers. The emotional label for each utterance is one
of the standard set of emotions (anger, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness, surprise and neutral).

The LEGO emotion database (English) [16]
comprises non-acted American English utterances
extracted from an automated bus information sys-
tem of the Carnegie Mellon University at Pitts-
burgh, USA. The utterances are requests to the In-
teractive Voice Response system spoken by real
users with real concerns. Each utterance is anno-
tated with one of the following emotional labels:
angry, slightly angry, very angry, neutral, friendly,
and non-speech (critical noisy recordings or just si-
lence). In this study different ranges of anger have
been merged into a single class and friendly utter-
ances have been deleted. This pre-processing re-
sults in a 3-class emotion classification task.

The UUDB (The Utsunomiya University Spo-
ken Dialogue Database for Paralinguistic Informa-
tion Studies) database (Japanese) [17] consists of
spontaneous Japanese human-human speech. The
task-oriented dialogue produced by seven pairs
of speakers (12 female) resulted in 4,737 utter-
ances in total. Emotional labels for each utter-
ance were created by three annotators on a five-
dimensional emotional basis (interest, credibility,
dominance, arousal, and pleasantness). For this
work, only the pleasantness and arousal axes are
used. The corresponding quadrant (anticlockwise,
starting in the positive quadrant, and assuming
arousal as abscissa) can also be assigned emotional
labels: happy-exciting, angry-anxious, sad-bored
and relaxed-serene.

4 Performance Assessment

In the previous research it was found that there
was no classification model which demonstrated the
highest performance for all of the corpora [18].
Therefore, we decided to combine the developed
filter technique with a number of classifiers which
showed high effectiveness separately [19]:

– Support Vector Machine (SMO). To design a
hyperplane separating sets of examples Sequen-
tial Minimal Optimization (SMO) is used for
solving the large scale quadratic programming
problem.

– Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). A feedforward
neural network with one hidden layer is trained
with the error backpropagation algorithm (BP).

– Linear Logistic Regression (Logit). This lin-
ear model describes the relationship between la-
bels and independent variables using probability
scores.

In all experiments the F-score metric [20] was
assessed to compare the quality of classification
(the more effective the classifier used, the higher F-
score value obtained). To derive more statistically
significant results, the 6-fold cross-validation pro-
cedure was implemented for each database.

Firstly, we obtained the classification results on the
full databases (without any feature selection method
at all). Table 1 contains the averaged F-score val-
ues. It might be noticed that on different corpora
various classifiers show the best results. Therefore,
it is reasonable to involve several models in the en-
semble of classifiers.

Table 1. The classification results on full databases
(Experiment 1).

Database
F-score, %
MLP SVM LOGIT

Emo-DB 80.83 81.71 80.46
SAVEE 59.55 59.31 60.82
LEGO 68.19 71.08 70.71
UUDB 49.34 50.44 50.88

Secondly, the effectiveness of the conventional
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as a feature
selection procedure was investigated in combina-
tion with MLP, SMO, LOGIT. The classification
results are presented in Table 2: for each database
the first and second rows contain F-score values af-
ter the application of PCA with the 0.75 and 0.95
thresholds correspondingly.
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Table 2. The effectiveness of PCA (Experiment 2).

Database The average number of features
F-score, %

MLP SVM LOGIT

Emo-DB
49.7 74.71 79.61 77.04
136.8 73.87 73.62 76.39

SAVEE
46.7 57.46 57.86 59.86
130.7 50.63 46.18 51.80

LEGO
59.8 67.19 68.05 69.03
162.5 66.08 70.06 70.58

UUDB
46.7 47.53 48.48 49.61
156.8 47.93 49.37 49.89

Figure 1. The scheme of the approach proposed
(Experiment 3).

While analysing the results in Table 2, we may
conclude that for all of the databases the application
of PCA leads to the deterioration of the classifier
performance. Moreover, for the Emo-DB corpus
the highest F-score value after feature selection is
lower than even the worst result on the full dataset.
These inferences illustrate the necessity of alterna-
tive feature selection procedures.

The next experiment was based on the two-
criterion model (1), (2). NSGA-II, PICEA-g, and
SPEA2 were used as optimizers in combination
with MLP, SMO, and Logit classifiers. Generally,
for each database this experiment was conducted 9
times (3 MOGAs and 3 classifiers).

As we have noticed, MOGAs return the set of
candidate-solutions which cannot be preferred to
each other. Taking into account this fact, we have
proposed a way to derive the final solution based
on the set of non-dominated points. It is assumed
that the outcome of the MOGA is N binary strings
(the set of non-dominated solutions). Each chromo-
some should be decoded to the database reduced,
according the rule: if a gene is equal to ‘0’ then
eliminate the corresponding attribute, and if a gene
is equal to ‘1’ then include the respective feature in
the database reduced. In short, we obtain N differ-
ent sets of features and train N various classifiers
based on these data. For each test example the en-
gaged models vote for different classes according
to their own predictions. The final decision is de-
fined as a collective choice based on the majority
rule (Figure 1).

Taking into consideration predictions of sev-
eral classifiers is a good alternative to choosing one
particular solution from the set of non-dominated
points. In fact, candidates, which demonstrate high
effectiveness on the training data, might often be
the worst on the test data. Therefore, to avoid such
cases, we use the scheme described.

All algorithms were provided with the same
amount of resources (90 generations and 150 indi-
viduals in populations). For each MOGA the fol-
lowing settings were defined: binary tournament
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In this experiment it has been exposed that 
(Table 3): 

- in most cases the usage of a MOGA 
for selecting informative features leads to the 
improvement of F-score values compared with 
results on full datasets; 

- for some classifiers this improvement 
is significant: from 80.83% to 86.07% for 
MLP on Emo-DB and from 60.82% to 69.84% 
for LOGIT on SAVEE; 

- minor decreasing of F-score values is 
not statistically significant (а t-test with the 
significance level p=0.05). 
However, we may observe that various 
MOGAs provide the highest F-score values for 
different classifiers and different databases.  
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NSGA-II 163.7 67.70 66.61 69.84
PICEA-g 186.1 68.81 64.80 64.28
SPEA2 166.7 67.55 64.48 66.82

LEGO
NSGA-II 145.2 71.91 70.45 70.47
PICEA-g 166.5 71.98 70.47 70.22
SPEA2 151.2 72.71 70.61 70.58

UUDB
NSGA-II 141.5 50.44 50.12 50.50
PICEA-g 167.5 50.22 50.34 50.91
SPEA2 145.7 50.19 50.37 50.59

selection, uniform recombination and the mutation
probability pm=1/n, where n is the length of the
chromosome.

In this experiment it has been exposed that (Ta-
ble 3):

– in most cases the usage of a MOGA for selecting
informative features leads to the improvement
of F-score values compared with results on full
datasets;

– for some classifiers this improvement is signifi-
cant: from 80.83% to 86.07% for MLP on Emo-
DB and from 60.82% to 69.84% for LOGIT on
SAVEE;

– minor decreasing of F-score values is not sta-
tistically significant ( t-test with the significance
level p=0.05).

However, we may observe that various MOGAs
provide the highest F-score values for different clas-
sifiers and different databases.

Moreover, for Emo-DB and LEGO the classi-
fication models demonstrating the best results on
the full dataset (SMO) were outperformed by other
models (MLP) after the feature selection procedure.
Therefore, it is unlikely to predict the best combi-
nation of a classifier and a MOGA.

Consequently, instead of one particular classi-
fication model it is reasonable to use the ensemble
of MLP, SVM, and LOGIT and the filter approach

allows us to do it. Besides, the usage of the co-
operative MOGA based on the island model may
eliminate the choice of the effective optimizer.

The scheme of this general approach, which in-
cludes the cooperative MOGA and the ensemble of
classifiers, is presented in Figure 2.

All islands had an equal amount of resources
(90 generations and 150/3 = 50 individuals in popu-
lations), the migration size was equal to 10 (in total
each island got 20 points from two others), and the
migration interval was equal to 10 generations. The
genetic operators were the same (as in Experiment
3).

Table 4. The cooperative MOGA with an
ensemble of classifiers (Experiment 4).

Database The average
number of
features

F-score, %

Emo-DB 166.9 86.26(↑ 5.57%)

SAVEE 165.9 68.71(↑ 12.97%)

LEGO 150.7 71.29(↑ 0.30%)

UUDB 146.9 51.02(↑ 0.28%)

The results obtained are presented in Table 4. In
addition to the F-score value and the average num-
ber of extracted features, for each corpus there is
also relative improvement of the F-score metric in
comparison with its highest value on the full dataset
(percentage in parentheses).
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Figure 2. The scheme of the approach based on the cooperative MOGA and the ensemble of classifiers
(Experiment 4).

Figure 3. Individuals of the final population in the
criterion space (the approximation of the Pareto

front) for Emo-DB.

Figure 4. Individuals of the final population in the
criterion space (the approximation of the Pareto

front) for SAVEE.
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highest F-score values obtained with one of the 
MOGAs and one of the classifiers separately 
(these values are highlighted in Table 3).   
A t-test (with the significance level p=0.01) 
was used for comparison. As a result, for all of 
the corpora there was no difference between the 
best results obtained in the previous experiment 
(Table 3) and the F-score values provided with 
the cooperative MOGA and the ensemble of 
classifiers. 
The application of the proposed approach 
allowed us not only to achieve the highest F-
score values but also to reduce the number of 
features significantly (approximately by a 
factor of two). 
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In Figures 3-6 for each database the 
individuals of the final population, which is 
obtained after one of runs, are depicted. In 
most of the cases we may observe that the 
approximation of the Pareto front is almost 
linear.  
The usage of the cooperative MOGA allows us 
not only to avoid the choice of the most 
effective algorithm for the problem considered, 
but also to reduce the time spent on its work 
(the time required for feature selection). On 
average, for all of the corpora due to the 
parallel execution of three island model 
components it became possible to decrease 
time costs roughly by a factor of 2.55 (the 
additional time was spent on the migration 
process), which was especially important for 
LEGO and UUDB because of their high 
dimensionality (the huge amount of instances 
in the dataset). In Table 5 there is the average 
time spent on optimizing criteria (1), (2) by 
every MOGA. 
 
Table 5: The average time of MOGA 
executing, sec. 

Database 
MOGA 

SPEA2 NSGA-
II 

PICEA-
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Cooperative 
MOGA 

Emo-DB 121.02 99.02 113.95 44.41 
SAVEE 119.42 91.75 105.73 39.61 
LEGO 948.57 778.99 988.79 358.00 
UUDB 983.70 798.99 982.20 368.03 

 
However, there is one more possibility to 
reduce the time required for feature selection. 
In addition to the population, also the sample 
might be spread across the islands. The 
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The results provided with the combination of
different MOGAs and the ensemble of classification
models were compared with the highest F-score val-
ues obtained with one of the MOGAs and one of the
classifiers separately (these values are highlighted
in Table 3).

A t-test (with the significance level p=0.01) was
used for comparison. As a result, for all of the cor-
pora there was no difference between the best re-
sults obtained in the previous experiment (Table 3)
and the F-score values provided with the coopera-
tive MOGA and the ensemble of classifiers.

The application of the proposed approach al-
lowed us not only to achieve the highest F-score
values but also to reduce the number of features sig-
nificantly (approximately by a factor or two).

In Figures 3-6 for each database the individuals
of the final population, which is obtained after one
of runs, are depicted. In most of the cases we may
observe that the approximation of the Pareto front
is almost linear.

The usage of the cooperative MOGA allows us
not only to avoid the choice of the most effective
algorithm for the problem considered, but also to
reduce the time spent on its work (the time required
for feature selection). On average, for all of the cor-
pora due to the parallel execution of three island
model components it became possible to decrease
time costs roughly by a factor of 2.55 (the additional
time was spent on the migration process), which
was especially important for LEGO and UUDB be-
cause of their high dimensionality (the huge amount
of instances in the dataset). In Table 5 there is the
average time spent on optimizing criteria (1), (2) by
every MOGA.

Table 5. The average time of MOGA executing,
sec.

Database
MOGA

SPEA2 NSGA-
II
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g

Cooperative
MOGA

Emo-
DB

121.02 99.02 113.95 44.41

SAVEE 119.42 91.75 105.73 39.61
LEGO 948.57 778.99 988.79 358.00
UUDB 983.70 798.99 982.20 368.03

However, there is one more possibility to re-
duce the time required for feature selection. In ad-
dition to the population, also the sample might be
spread across the islands. The training dataset is
divided into L parts randomly, where L is the num-
ber of components in the island model. Each part is
used by one particular algorithm in the cooperative
MOGA. During the migration process, islands ex-
change not only the best individuals, but also parts
of the sample: training examples are sent from one
island to another. So, at every migration stage all
islands should be provided with new training in-
stances (Figure 7). At each L-th migration pro-
cess the training dataset is divided into L new parts
again.
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The results provided with the combination of
different MOGAs and the ensemble of classification
models were compared with the highest F-score val-
ues obtained with one of the MOGAs and one of the
classifiers separately (these values are highlighted
in Table 3).

A t-test (with the significance level p=0.01) was
used for comparison. As a result, for all of the cor-
pora there was no difference between the best re-
sults obtained in the previous experiment (Table 3)
and the F-score values provided with the coopera-
tive MOGA and the ensemble of classifiers.

The application of the proposed approach al-
lowed us not only to achieve the highest F-score
values but also to reduce the number of features sig-
nificantly (approximately by a factor or two).

In Figures 3-6 for each database the individuals
of the final population, which is obtained after one
of runs, are depicted. In most of the cases we may
observe that the approximation of the Pareto front
is almost linear.

The usage of the cooperative MOGA allows us
not only to avoid the choice of the most effective
algorithm for the problem considered, but also to
reduce the time spent on its work (the time required
for feature selection). On average, for all of the cor-
pora due to the parallel execution of three island
model components it became possible to decrease
time costs roughly by a factor of 2.55 (the additional
time was spent on the migration process), which
was especially important for LEGO and UUDB be-
cause of their high dimensionality (the huge amount
of instances in the dataset). In Table 5 there is the
average time spent on optimizing criteria (1), (2) by
every MOGA.

Table 5. The average time of MOGA executing,
sec.

Database
MOGA

SPEA2 NSGA-
II

PICEA-
g

Cooperative
MOGA

Emo-
DB

121.02 99.02 113.95 44.41

SAVEE 119.42 91.75 105.73 39.61
LEGO 948.57 778.99 988.79 358.00
UUDB 983.70 798.99 982.20 368.03

However, there is one more possibility to re-
duce the time required for feature selection. In ad-
dition to the population, also the sample might be
spread across the islands. The training dataset is
divided into L parts randomly, where L is the num-
ber of components in the island model. Each part is
used by one particular algorithm in the cooperative
MOGA. During the migration process, islands ex-
change not only the best individuals, but also parts
of the sample: training examples are sent from one
island to another. So, at every migration stage all
islands should be provided with new training in-
stances (Figure 7). At each L-th migration pro-
cess the training dataset is divided into L new parts
again.
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Table 6. Experimental results with the exchange of training examples (Experiment 5).

Database
The average number of
features

F-score, % Time spent on feature
selection, sec.

MLP SMO LOGIT Ensemble
Emo-DB 162.58 83.26 81.12 82.47 84.15 19.50
SAVEE 165.36 63.92 62.79 64.04 64.84 20.14
LEGO 141.33 71.84 70.44 70.82 71.59 111.14
UUDB 136.48 50.14 50.05 50.69 50.71 114.75

Figure 7. The migration process with the exchange
of training examples.

Therefore, in the next experiment we incorpo-
rated the subsample exchange technique into the
feature selection procedure. At each generation
of the cooperative MOGA execution, we had three
parts of the training dataset, which were sent from
one island to another during migration (new parts
were generated during each third migration pro-
cess).

The cooperative MOGA was provided with the
same amount of resources as it was in the previous
experiment (Experiment 4). This heuristic feature
selection approach was investigated in combination
with a number of classifiers (MLP, SMO, LOGIT)
and with the ensemble of these models. The results
obtained are presented in Table 6.

In this experiment for most of the corpora the
highest F-score value was achieved with the ensem-
ble of classifiers (compared with results obtained by
these models separately).

A t-test (with the significance level p=0.01) was
used to compare these results with the F-score val-
ues obtained with the ensemble of classifiers in Ex-
periment 4 (without any subsample exchange tech-

nique). As it was revealed, there was no difference
in the analysed values.

However, in this experiment we reached the es-
sential decreasing of time costs spent on feature
selection. Due to the usage of the subsample ex-
change technique, we managed to reduce the time
spent by a factor of 2.27 for Emo-DB, 1.97 for
SAVEE, 3.22 for LEGO and 3.21 for UUDB (in
comparison with the time required by the coopera-
tive MOGA without any subsample exchange tech-
nique). Therefore, in the framework of the proposed
two-criterion feature selection model the parallel
work of islands in the cooperative MOGA with the
subsample exchange technique might be absolutely
beneficial in terms of time costs.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced the evolution-
ary feature selection technique based on the two-
criterion optimization model. In the approach pro-
posed the cooperative MOGA is used as an opti-
mizer. This algorithm includes several heuristics
and, therefore, does not require additional experi-
ments to expose the most effective MOGA for the
problem considered. Also it saves computational
time due to the parallel work of components and the
possibility to incorporate the subsample exchange
technique. Besides, this approach is effectively
used as a pre-processing stage in combination with
an ensemble of classifiers.

The thorough investigation of the proposal was
accomplished on the set of emotional databases.
The experimental results proved that the described
evolutionary feature selection technique might be
an effective alternative to conventional dimension
reduction procedures such as Principal Component
Analysis. Generally, a high level of emotion recog-
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same amount of resources as it was in the 

previous experiment (Experiment 4). This 
heuristic feature selection approach was 
investigated in combination with a number of 
classifiers (MLP, SMO, LOGIT) and with the 
ensemble of these models. The results obtained 
are presented in Table 6. 
In this experiment for most of the corpora the 
highest F-score value was achieved with the 
ensemble of classifiers (compared with results 
obtained by these models separately).   
A t-test (with the significance level p=0.01) 
was used to compare these results with the F-
score values obtained with the ensemble of 
classifiers in Experiment 4 (without any 
subsample exchange technique). As it was 
revealed, there was no difference in the 
analysed values.  
However, in this experiment we reached the 
essential decreasing of time costs spent on 
feature selection. Due to the usage of the 
subsample exchange technique, we managed to 
reduce the time spent by a factor of 2.27 for 
Emo-DB, 1.97 for SAVEE, 3.22 for LEGO 
and 3.21 for UUDB (in comparison with the 
time required by the cooperative MOGA 
without any subsample exchange technique). 
Therefore, in the framework of the proposed 
two-criterion feature selection model the 
parallel work of islands in the cooperative 
MOGA with the subsample exchange 
technique might be absolutely beneficial in 
terms of time costs.   

Conclusion 
In this paper we introduced the evolutionary 
feature selection technique based on the two-
criterion optimization model. In the approach 
proposed the cooperative MOGA is used as an 
optimizer. This algorithm includes several 
heuristics and, therefore, does not require 
additional experiments to expose the most 
effective MOGA for the problem considered. 
Also it saves computational time due to the 
parallel work of components and the 
possibility to incorporate the subsample 
exchange technique. Besides, this approach is 
effectively used as a pre-processing stage in 
combination with an ensemble of classifiers. 
The thorough investigation of the proposal was 
accomplished on the set of emotional 
databases. The experimental results proved that 
the described evolutionary feature selection 
technique might be an effective alternative to 
conventional dimension reduction procedures 
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nition was achieved (up to 12.97% relative improve-
ment for the SAVEE database compared with the
best F-score value on the full set of attributes).

Moreover, the promising results prove that it
might be reasonable to apply the proposed algo-
rithmic schemes to solve some other problems re-
lated to speech-based recognition of human quali-
ties such as gender or speaker identification.
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE HEURISTIC FEATURE SELECTION FOR . . .

Table 6. Experimental results with the exchange of training examples (Experiment 5).

Database
The average number of
features

F-score, % Time spent on feature
selection, sec.

MLP SMO LOGIT Ensemble
Emo-DB 162.58 83.26 81.12 82.47 84.15 19.50
SAVEE 165.36 63.92 62.79 64.04 64.84 20.14
LEGO 141.33 71.84 70.44 70.82 71.59 111.14
UUDB 136.48 50.14 50.05 50.69 50.71 114.75

Figure 7. The migration process with the exchange
of training examples.

Therefore, in the next experiment we incorpo-
rated the subsample exchange technique into the
feature selection procedure. At each generation
of the cooperative MOGA execution, we had three
parts of the training dataset, which were sent from
one island to another during migration (new parts
were generated during each third migration pro-
cess).

The cooperative MOGA was provided with the
same amount of resources as it was in the previous
experiment (Experiment 4). This heuristic feature
selection approach was investigated in combination
with a number of classifiers (MLP, SMO, LOGIT)
and with the ensemble of these models. The results
obtained are presented in Table 6.

In this experiment for most of the corpora the
highest F-score value was achieved with the ensem-
ble of classifiers (compared with results obtained by
these models separately).

A t-test (with the significance level p=0.01) was
used to compare these results with the F-score val-
ues obtained with the ensemble of classifiers in Ex-
periment 4 (without any subsample exchange tech-

nique). As it was revealed, there was no difference
in the analysed values.

However, in this experiment we reached the es-
sential decreasing of time costs spent on feature
selection. Due to the usage of the subsample ex-
change technique, we managed to reduce the time
spent by a factor of 2.27 for Emo-DB, 1.97 for
SAVEE, 3.22 for LEGO and 3.21 for UUDB (in
comparison with the time required by the coopera-
tive MOGA without any subsample exchange tech-
nique). Therefore, in the framework of the proposed
two-criterion feature selection model the parallel
work of islands in the cooperative MOGA with the
subsample exchange technique might be absolutely
beneficial in terms of time costs.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced the evolution-
ary feature selection technique based on the two-
criterion optimization model. In the approach pro-
posed the cooperative MOGA is used as an opti-
mizer. This algorithm includes several heuristics
and, therefore, does not require additional experi-
ments to expose the most effective MOGA for the
problem considered. Also it saves computational
time due to the parallel work of components and the
possibility to incorporate the subsample exchange
technique. Besides, this approach is effectively
used as a pre-processing stage in combination with
an ensemble of classifiers.

The thorough investigation of the proposal was
accomplished on the set of emotional databases.
The experimental results proved that the described
evolutionary feature selection technique might be
an effective alternative to conventional dimension
reduction procedures such as Principal Component
Analysis. Generally, a high level of emotion recog-


